Attention all Providers Receiving Electronic Remit Transactions (835)

In accordance with CAQH/CORE Rule 360 requirements, we are updating the CARC (Claim Adjustment Reason Code) and RARC (Remittance Advice Remark Code) code combinations for September 01, 2016. The CARC and RARC codes appear in the v5010 835 transaction in CAS Segments and LQ Segments in the Service Payment Information section. The September 2016 versions of the Molina RF-0-77 (LA Medicaid/HIPAA Error Code Crosswalk) and RF-0-77-R (HIPAA/LA Medicaid Error Code Crosswalk) reports display the new code combinations used in the Louisiana Medicaid Program. These crosswalks do not apply to Pharmacy (NCPDP) claims. These reports are posted on lamedicaid.com under the Forms/Files/User Manuals link.

The single update required for the Louisiana Medicaid Program is for MMIS Error Code 786 (Unknown Abbreviation). The new CARC code is 251 and the RARC code is N705.